CELEBRATE THE FIRST ANNIVERSARY OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY (M-L)

A year ago, the Communist Party (Marxist-Leninist) was born. On June 11, a celebration will be held. It will be a chance for all who are fighting against capitalism and exploitation, for all who oppose racism, fascism and the growing danger of a new world war to stand with the Party on its birthday.

The birth of the CPML should give us plenty to celebrate. Now there is a center from which the struggle of the workers and oppressed people can get organized. Now there is an alternative to the traitors and sellout leaders in our unions. Now there is an alternative to the corrupt and degenerate misleaders of the so-called Communist Party USA who tried to crush Marxism more than 20 years ago. Our celebration is proof that they failed.

Our celebration will also be a mass meeting of support for the world’s peoples from southern Africa to Puerto Rico who are standing up to the two superpowers—U.S. and Soviet imperialism—a chance to especially support the people of the third world, who are the main force in the anti-imperialist struggle today.

It will be a meeting of unity and solidarity between the workers and oppressed people of all nationalities and men and women—all who have a common goal of building a new world free from oppression.

JOIN US in our celebration. Learn about our Party and its fighting program. Hear international speakers and an evening of cultural entertainment.

Sunday, June 11 at 2:00 P.M.
at the Radisson Chicago Hotel
505 North Michigan Ave.

Speeches: Michael Klonsky, Chairman of the CPML; Pal Steigan, Chairman of the Workers Communist Party (M-L) of Norway; other speakers

- Solidarity Messages
- Cultural Performances
- People's Art Show
- Dance following program

For more information
LIBERATOR BOOKSTORE
566 COLUMBIA RD.
DORCHESTER, MASS.
288-2162